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   LSAT SY 2016 – 2017 
 

 

Meeting Notes | March 1, 2017 at 4:30pm | Room 208 

 

In Attendance: Isamar Vargas – Principal, Milan Harris – Teacher and LSAT Chair, Cubby Brown – 
WTU Building Rep, Simone Harris-Woodard – Media Specialist, Stephanie Johnson – Teacher, 
Ophelia Morgan – Staff Rep, Heather Schoell – PTO Rep and LSAT Secretary, Amy Weedon – Parent 
Rep, Suzanne Wells – Parent Rep, Stephan Naylor – Teacher, Kelley Givens-Gueye – Teacher, 
LéShawn Weeks – Parent, Jocelyn Lockhart – AP (not an LSAT member), Dana Watson – IB 
Coordinator/AP (not an LSAT member) 

Not in Attendance: Kristina Vidal – Parent Rep 

Meeting began at 4:40pm. [NOTE: Meeting was originally scheduled for 4pm, but was postponed to 
4:30pm due to an incident that required senior staff attention.] 

Personnel issues are not for everyone to hear. LSAT meetings are open to all, but we need to 
establish that when personnel issues are discussed, all non-LSAT members are to be excused. [NOTE: 
The WTU LSAT roster does not include the AP, who has sat in for discussions, and the staff rep who 
comes to meetings is not listed as staff rep, but as “Optional.”] 

Budget. Ms. Vargas presented the group with two staffing suggestions. To get to option number 
two, we would need to cut $250k from the current budget. The front office is not functional without 
a clerk. The current In-School Suspension (ISS) coordinator is $10k more than a behavior tech, but 
the current person in that position is too valuable to lose in terms of already knowing the students.  

One option would be to cut the Read 180 teacher. Three ELA teachers will be on staff next year, an 
increase of one ELA teacher from this year, one teacher per grade level. It was suggested that the 
ELA teachers would have to absorb the Read 10 intervention. Next year will bring more 6th graders, 
and many of them require intervention. Next year’s model will be an advisory/intervention for all, 
including advanced students.  

The position of Guidance Counselor was added in the proposed budget, but that was not agreed 
upon by the LSAT. The argument for adding it is that we’re losing our Dept. of Behavioral Health 
(DBH) position due to policy change at DCPS (DBH is moving to a role as consultant), so there won’t 
be someone to counsel students. Further, we shouldn’t underestimate mental health, and teachers 
need someone to call when someone in the classroom “pops off.” Our current DBH handles a lot of 
caseloads, so she is not seeing students regularly. Outside counselors are rarely in the building. 
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The argument against spending over $97k on this new post is that the DBH is currently in place, and 
the big incident with the police still happened today. Further, if our current DBH, whose job it is to 
counsel, is not even able to get to everyone, then how is a guidance counselor with a list of building 
responsibilities going to have time to counsel students? It’s a lot of money for one position, and it’s 
not realistic to think that one person is going to be able to modify behavior of all the students who 
need it. Money should be spent toward the good of all students. If Gordon feels so strongly about 
this post, then we should petition for it and she should push for supporting that.  

Another suggestion is to only have one Spanish teacher, rather than 1.5. With a 7-period day, that 
one teacher will be able to serve all students in regular classes, but not immersion. Can look into 
sending advanced students to Eastern, but there will still be a cost associated with that. 

It was suggested we could cut Radio Broadcast, and then petition for it to be added. We’d get feeder 
schools to help with that ask. That’s not a sure thing, however. IB requires a technology class, but 
they could replace it with something other than the Broadcast class, which is so important to Eliot-
Hine. Discussion on how important technology is to students, both in real-world success, as well as 
engaging students to learn.  

We could also cut non-personnel spending. Supplies can be cut, but that’s a scary thought as we are 
already short on toilet paper and supplies. It was suggested that we can fundraise and get supplies 
in other ways. 

We could petition for a Read 180 teacher. Cutting it is justifiable on paper, being we do have ELA 
teachers enough to cover it. However, there are so many students who require interventions, and 
the interventions use programs and tools that aren’t part of the regular classroom, so it may be a 
challenge to help everyone who needs it. Further, we are unable to level classrooms at 6th grade. 
The disparity among students’ reading levels makes it difficult, and the students at early elementary 
reading levels need targeted intervention. 

Can we change an AP to a dean to save money? No, because a dean can’t do Impact. IB Coordinator 
already accounted for outside the budget, will coach ELA. AP will learn how to coach math or the 
3rd math teacher will be LEAP. [NOTE: this year there are 2 ELA and 2 math teachers. SY1718 will 
have 1 teacher per grade level for both ELA and math.] 

Ms. Vargas doesn’t think we can get away without budgeting for a guidance counselor, which was 
IS Natalie Gordon’s idea. Discussion on how IS are not part of LSAT, nor should they be in on the 
meetings, let alone being the one to do most of the talking. Eliot-Hine needs to be in charge of Eliot-
Hine. 

Discussion on what to petition for. Broadcast is the easiest thing to get community support for, but 
are we willing to risk our greatest asset? 
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With a unanimous vote, the Eliot-Hine LSAT recommends the following to actions: 

1. Reduce Librarian/Media Specialist to .5 (-$50k). Petition to add, based upon IB requirements. 
2. Reduce Spanish Teacher to 1 (-$50k) 
3. Reduce Supplies (-$50k) 
4. Do NOT add Guidance Counselor (-$97k) Petition to add, based upon Eliot-Hine's unique needs 
of a high at-risk population, especially considering our population of emotionally disturbed 
students.  

It should be noted that Ophelia Morgan, listed as "Optional" on the LSAT roster, left the room prior 
to the vote. 

Adjourned 7:15pm 

Date of the next meeting has not been set. 


